
  

 
 

   
 

Can insurance do more to make a positive impact? Arma Karma thinks so   

Most, if not all of us, need insurance. With money coming out of our accounts on a monthly or annual 

basis, it can feel as though it’s money for nothing – a necessary evil if you will.   

But with generous charity donations raising thousands for beneficiaries, and many large insurers now 

pulling the plug on fossil fuels, the industry is heading in the right direction.  

As for the money for nothing? Anyone who’s never claimed for a laptop left on a train, or a phone that 

slipped out of your hand, or a stolen bike, would tell you that when you need insurance, it’s worth it. But 

what about the rest of the time?   

Some of us have regular causes we like to contribute to. Charities that are close to our hearts that we 

sought out to support, or we felt guilted into signing up to when our cat bit the doorstep fundraiser but 

then felt compelled to continue to keep on giving.   

Arma Karma, a new insurtech that offers cover for renters which protects their most valuable items, is 

kind of like that. The B-Corp pending business has eight charities in fact, which they’re hoping to raise 

£1million for collectively in the next three years.   

And they plan to do so by giving back 25% of income made from their subscription service to whichever 

charity their customer choose, for as long as the policy is live.   

With this feature, the claim is no longer the only “return” you can get on your insurance. Arma Karma, 

subscribers can support a cause close to their heart, with a choice from Rainforest Trust, Shelterbox, 

Young Minds and Railway children in the first round from as little as £3.99 a month. The items they want 

to cover, meanwhile, are protected not only at home, as standard with many contents insurance 

policies, but when out and about, and even abroad.   

As for environmental considerations, Arma Karma works with climate solution enterprise Ecologi, with 

506 trees planted to their name, offsetting nearly 25 tons of carbon.  

So, it seems there is plenty of good the industries we rely on can be doing to make a change for good. 

For Arma Karma, writing this into the way they do business from the word go is the way forward in the 

mission to better the world around them, one policy at a time.   
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Notes to Editors    

Arma Karma is an ethical set up to provide simple insurance solutions for young professionals, renters, 

and students with a low cost, subscription-based service. 25% of all subscription commission revenue 

goes to the customer’s chosen charity from Arma Karma’s selected panel of four.   

For more information please contact:    

Alice Bowerman    



  

 
 

   
 

e: alice@armakarma.insure   

t: 07545778217  
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